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PRIMOLIfe, WA’s newest lifestyle, entertainment and property
magazine, sets the bar high

•	30,000 copies published per month, distributed across WA
• High profile exclusives from Hollywood and home
•	Magazine, app and website launched simultaneously via primolife.com.au

PREMIUM PUBLISHERS, Perth’s boutique custom publishinghouse,
is proud to launch PRIMOLife magazine, celebrating the first
issue with a high profile party at bamBOO on Beaufort Street on
February 4.
Packed with unique high quality lifestyle, entertainment and
travel content, as well as properties for sale across the state, the
magazine is a bold new addition to WA’s stable of publications.
Published every month and distributed via Peard Real Estate
offices, Stocker Preston offices, local businesses including
suburban shopping centres, hotels and shops and cafes,
PRIMOLife is set to become a major player in WA’s media
arena, as well as a new tool for Peard and Stocker Preston sales
associates, giving them a distinct point of difference from their
competitors.
“We saw that there was a unique position in the market to do
something different with a listings magazine, so we carried out
extensive research across Australia, looking into different custom
magazines and the publishing industry in this arena,” says Peard
Real Estate’s Marketing Manager, Katie Bullied.
“We came across a very successful eastern states lifestyle
publication that also contained property listings. We had a
different vision for how we wanted our magazine to be, but it was
a proven successful model, so we used this as a base upon which
to build PRIMOLife.”
Investing significant resources and time in selecting the right
team and content has been a key part of Peard Real Estate’s
approach, identifying Premium Publishers as the best WA-based
custom publishing house to fulfill the brief.
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Gabi Mills, an experienced journalist and editor heads up the
editorial side of Premium Publishers while Aisha Iscel, ex-Harrods
Magazine, is the company’s publisher.
“From the start, Peter and Katie were very clear about the kind of
publication they wanted, and it’s fair to say they were expecting a
very high quality product,” says Gabi.
“They wanted a magazine with content which would appeal to a
general readership, as well as those who may be in the market for a
new house, either to buy or sell.
“It had to also perform its additional role as an effective marketing
tool for Peard and Stocker Preston real estate sales associates,
replacing the traditional listings-only publication familiar to
vendors and buyers until now.
“The challenge then was to create a product which met the first
criteria by commissioning high quality contributors, excellent
feature ideas and design, as well as designing a production system
which could cope with a monthly upload of 500 new listings from
Peard Real Estate and Stocker Preston,” says Gabi.

The distribution model too is unique. In addition to traditional distribution routes, every home open arranged by Peard Real Estate and
Stocker Preston will be supplied with 10 copies each of the magazine,
equating to 2000 copies going directly to end users every month.
“Our third party advertisers are particularly interested in this aspect
of the magazine’s distribution,” says Aisha. “It gives them access to
potential customers in a new way and makes the magazine a very
attractive location for their branding.”
PRIMOLife magazine will be 132pp on average per issue, with a
print run of between 25 to 30,000 copies per month.
“We expect the print run to increase throughout the year as
awareness of the magazine grows,” says Peter Peard, “reaching an
estimated 60,000 copies per issue by the end of the year.”
With exclusive interviews with some of the biggest A-list stars
from Australia and Hollywood, as well as a separate sister website,
primolife.com.au, and iPad and Android-friendly app, PRIMOLife is
designed to entertain and inform readers as well as playing its part
in WA’s growing property success story.
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pALAces
The origins of one of the world’s favourite
spirits can be traced back to medieval
times, but nowadays, gin is a thoroughly
modern tipple, at the heart of many
cocktails. Gabi Mills explores two brilliant
examples of the juniper-infused drop
— WA’s The West Winds and the UK’s
Hendrick’s Gin — and discovers the
secrets to an ancient distilling process
Images Tim LeWis-BALe
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Simone wears
Costarella Lorelei couture
gown.
(right) Tiggy wears Aurelio
Costarella Camelot couture
jacket and woollen breeches.
Simone
wears Aurelio
february
14 | PRIMOLIFE
Costarella Wuthering Heights
top with multi-panel vest and
urchin skirt summer.
Image Chantel Concei
Models Simone Kerr and Tiggy
Ridgeway from Vivien’s
Hair Barney Gleeson for Lee
Preston Hairdressing
Makeup Hendra Widjaja
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(right inset) Caris wears Aurelio
Costarella Diamond Suede
jacket and skirt.
(below) Ebony wears Aurelio
Costarella Palazzo Foil gown
Image Chantel Concei
Models Caris and Ebony @
Chadwick
Hair Lewis and Liam @ Lee
Preston
Makeup Hendra Widjaja

CREATOR Aurelio Costarella at
his North Perth studio
Image Frances Andrijich

Reading like a roll call of the world’s
most beautiful women - Rihanna, Dita
Von Teese, Dannii Minogue - wearing a
Costarella gown is something they know
all about. The fact that so many of the
rich and famous avidly collect Costarella
gowns is all the more remarkable when
you consider the boy from Mount Lawley
made a decision early on in his career not
to abandon his home city in favour of the
bright lights of the east coast.
“By choosing to base myself in Perth,
it’s been harder, but I decided early on that
I wanted to maintain a Perth base,” he says.
“In the early days for instance I couldn’t
find any retailers who were interested in
stocking a WA label - they called me a ‘local
yokel’.”
Unlike other WA designers, like Carla
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Zampatti, who upped sticks and went
on to successful, non-Perth based
careers, Aurelio’s decision to stay put
and stubbornly make Perth his hub
goes some way perhaps in explaining
his special place in the city’s heart.
“The exhibition has been
fantastically well received, one of the
most popular shows in the museum’s
history I’m told,” he says.
“It’s such a milestone to have
that opportunity - it’s not many
designers who get to 30 years in the
industry, let alone are allowed to stage a
retrospective of their careers.”
Describing the curating process
of putting together the exhibition as
‘cathartic’, Aurelio has enjoyed the
opportunity the exhibition gave
him to pause and reflect on all his
achievements during those 30 years.
“I’m often working on two
collections at any one time, and when
you’re in the middle of it, you don’t
tend to have time to take it all in, so
I’ve enjoyed revisiting my body of
work in that sense.”
In the last 12 months, famous
label after label has been forced to
shut down their sewing machines

The exhibition
has been
fantastically
well received,
one of the
most popular
shows in the
museum’s
history
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for good, a fact which makes Costarella
grateful for his own longevity but fearful for
those coming into the industry hoping to
forge a long-term career.
“The industry has changed
phenomenally, even in the last few years.
People consume fashion in a different way
nowadays,” he says. “For instance people can
order anything from anywhere in the world
at the touch of a button, and fast fashion
from the likes of Zara, Top Shop and H&M
have really had an impact on the industry,
making it seem disposable.
“That’s made consumers change the way
they buy clothes. In the past they used to
buy pieces as heirloom investments, garments
they would hand down through the family.
Nowadays people buy clothes and discard
them - fashion used to be something that
was to be appreciated, but now it’s just
another part of the throwaway culture.”
Fortunately Costarella’s loyal clients
don’t fall into that category, eagerly
anticipating his latest creations with the
dawn of each new fashion season, and the
forthcoming collection is no different.
“I tend to develop my own colours for
each season, and enjoy being away from
the rest of the industry, creating in my own

little vacuum here in Perth,” he says.
“I go with my gut feeling on what will
be that season’s colour or cut, and fortunately
they generally seem to on trend.”
Initially training as an architect,
Costarella realised before the end of the
course that designing houses was not where
his future would lie.
“As an architect, when you’re designing
a building, it’s all flat. I knew that as a
designer I could work by sketching then
immediately draping fabric onto a stand,
creating the beginnings of a gown in a day.
I’m very hands-on - I’ve never designed a
garment on a computer,” he says.
With his WA-based team of patternmakers, Costarella no longer ‘does
everything’ as he did in the past.
“I would be sewing by night and

(hendricksgin.com)
•••
If THe Wall Street Journal sees fit to
declare Hendrick’s gin the very best in
the world then who am I to argue? The
gin - which arrives packaged in the kind
of brown glass, stout-looking bottle you
imagine one of William Hogarth’s ruined
mothers would sup from - is wonderfully
different from many of its mass market
competitors. The company may appear to
have its history in the mists of time from
the creation of a quirky hybrid still - the
Carter-Head and Copper pot, which

I’m being a managing director.”
primolife.com.au
An entire collection generally
takes six
months from beginning to end.
“The process is a very organic one,
evolving from a design concept to colour
palettes, textile development, beading, print,
embroidery options, the weave of the cloth,
to pulling together the whole range.”
Ideas come to him when he least expects
it, he says - while driving, having a massage
or on the cusp of sleep.
“I’m gathering inspiration at the
moment for Spring/Summer 2015, tackling
both hemispheres at the same time as we’re
sending off a collection to Paris in the next
month or so. I always have the next goal
I’m aspiring to.”
Although he feels like Perth is ‘getting
there’ in terms of attracting fashion-focused
consumers, he believes it’s still a hard
industry for young would-be Costarellas to
make a success of, long-term.
“There are so many amazingly talented
young WA-based designers coming through
the ranks,” he said. “I would advise them to
develop a very thick skin, become tenacious
and realise that the glamour side of the
industry accounts for about 2% of the job.
You just need to persevere if that’s what you
really want.”
When he’s not dressing the world’s
most elegant women, Costarella is doing
his bit to raise awareness for the Telethon
Adventurers, a Perth-based charity
dedicated to finding a cure for childhood
brain cancers.
“I was asked to be the charity’s first
Ambassador after I met Emily (Parish) in
the hairdressers. I do my best to promote
the charity - and maybe this is my year to
take part in an adventure too.”
Despite leaving architecture behind as a
career choice over 30 years ago, Costarella
still draws on his love of the subject when
he’s designing new collections, and was
particularly thrilled to spot one guest in the
audience at a floor talk he gave during the
WA Museum exhibition.
“One of my old uni lecturers - my
favourite in fact - was in the audience,
and came up afterwards to tell me how
proud he was of what I’d achieved. He said
I would have made a fantastic architect,
which was lovely to hear, but, as I always say,
fashion found me.
“It provided me with a way of
translating my ideas into tangible, beautiful
results quickly.” PL
Visit aureliocostarella.com for full details of the
latest collection.
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uniquely holds a flavour basket high up
in its neck, filtering the botanical essences
(rose petals and cucumber among others)
at Hendrick’s heart to the expertise of
respected whisky distiller, William Grant &
Sons (home of Glenfiddich, The Balvenie
and Grant’s) who’s experimentation created
the ‘perfect gin’ but really, the company’s
only been around since 1999.
Brilliant marketing gimmicks aside (their
website is glorious, in a Monty Pythonesque way), the real reason Hendrick’s

is so special is that, despite being widely
available to those who seek out such things,
the company only produces 450 litres per
batch. That’s a drop in the gin ocean if you
compare it to the big guns like Gordon’s,
Beefeater or Bombay.
Add to the mix Hendrick’s extraordinary
pursuit of the more unusual taste notes
for their gin and you’ve got one unique
addition to the drinks cabinet on your
hands. For instance in May 2013, Lesley
Gracie (Hendrick’s master distiller) and
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For interview opportunities or any further information please contact
Katie Bullied (Peard Real Estate Marketing Manager) on Katie.bullied@peard.com.au,
or Aisha Iscel (Premium Publishers Publisher) on aisha@premiumpublishers.com.au
PRIMOLife Magazine’s media kit is available here

